Books for Fourth Grade

Anna Strong and the Revolutionary War Culper Spy Ring
by Laura Terry
(J Ter)

Bad Guys and the Big Bad Wolf
by Aaron Blabey
(J Bla)

Because of the Rabbit
by Cynthia Lord
(J Lor)

Dragons in a Bag
by Zetta Elliott
(J Ell)

Freya & Zoose
by Emily Butler
(J But)

Jake the Fake Goes for Laughs
by Craig Robinson
(J Rob)

Life According to Og the Frog
by Betty G. Birney
(J Bir)
Manhattan: Mapping the Story of an Island  
by Jennifer Thermes  
(J 974.7 The)

Mr. Penguin and the Lost Treasure  
by Alex T. Smith  
(YR Smi)

Mya in the Middle  
by Crystal Allen  
(J All)

The Plant Planet  
by Jon Scieszka  
(J Sci)

Reaching for the Moon: The Autobiography of NASA Mathematician Katherine Johnson  
by Katherine G. Johnson  
(J B Johnson)

Road Trip with Max and His Mom  
by Linda Urban  
(YR Urb)

School-Tripped  
by Jennifer L. Holmes (J Hol)

Stella Díaz Has Something to Say  
by Angela Dominguez  
(J Dom)